
POLARIS  
FIBRE NETWORK 
QUEENSLAND’S NEWEST OPTICAL CONNECTIVITY 



DARK-FIBRE OPTIC NETWORK

Springfield City Group, has created a 140km single mode fibre optic network

from Polaris Data Centre to Brisbane CBD in a diverse path. This solution is to

deliver a new offering to connect Polaris and Greater Springfield - the newest

master planned city in Australia - to the rest of the world.

The network spans surrounding areas of Greater Springfield to support connect

points east and west plus to other data centres into Brisbane. The 25-year

infrastructure will deliver dark fibre network options for carriers with neutral

partners. The network is ready for use with options in both termed leases and

IRU formats and from a single pair through to large capacity portions. Utilising

the partnership with Prysmian for the fibre and hardware on the network,

Springfield City Group has developed a new way to bring the latest technology

into the region.

The Polaris Data Centre is connected to the

Springfield-Brisbane Dark-Fibre Network, a

geographically diverse, 720-core single-mode 

fibre network and owned by Springfield City Group.

Springfield City Group has designed the Network in partnership with Torus

Networks and have Torus delivering the construction and operational management

obligations. The fibre network, with its high core capacity, is aimed to drive a

different option into the market. Options outside of fibre capacity are available

along with build-out options from the network available. Duct rental options are

available within the SCG duct network.
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DIRECT ACCESS

With direct access to other data centres using this network and traversing past POI’s the

fibre network is an enabler for carriers and partners wanting to have an alternative option

to connect from their infrastructure. 

Using the Prysmian joint hardware, Polaris is able to deliver a priority service option to

clients to ensure a reduced time to be repaired. Polaris’ extensive knowledge on fibre

deployments, has created a new standard in connectivity in QLD for the carrier market 

and driving an additional option out of the metro fibre zones. With secure pit locks and 

state of the art monitoring, the fibre optic network is more controlled and protected than

anything created before in Springfield and surrounds. 

Springfield City Group is proud to deliver the network to service the technology sector of its

city’s vision and with the longevity of building a network that has a 25+ year life expectancy.

Polaris’ extensive knowledge on fibre

deployments, has created a new standard in

connectivity in QLD for the carrier market.



For pricing and further information:

Ray Duncan
Head of Sales – Polaris
Springfield City Group

M: +61 402 115 595
E:  r.duncan@springfieldcity.com
W: polarisdatacentre.com.au

POLARIS DATA CENTRE
FAST FACTS
> Purpose designed and built Tier 3+ facility

> 14,000m2 building over 5 levels

> 6,992m2 of raised floor Data Centre area over 3 levels

> Scalable, redundant power and cooling capacity ranging

     from 800W/m2 to 1500W/m2 on average and up to 60kw

•   1500kg/m2 raised-floor loading capacity across all data centre floors

•   24x7 manned security and facilities management

•   Biometric man-traps on each Data Centre floor

•   Secure loading dock with vehicle trap

•   Full security camera monitoring

•   Located in a safe location over 25km radial distance to Brisbane CBD

•   Linked through diverse dark-fibre networks connections to Brisbane

     CBD, and local optic fibre connections across Springfield Central

•   Multi-carrier enabled

•   High-speed Internet backbone connectivity

•   Designed in consideration of new generation blade server and data 

     storage technologies

Polaris Data Centre
11 Mary Mackenroth Lane
Springfield Central QLD 4300

Springfield City Group
Level 10, Springfield Tower
145 Sinnathamby Boulevard
Springfield Central, QLD 4300
www.greaterspringfield.com.au

Disclaimer: Springfield City Group Pty Ltd and their related entities (Springfield) use reasonable efforts to include accurate and up-to-date information.  However, errors and
omissions sometimes occur.  Users are responsible for evaluating the accuracy, completeness or usefulness of the information contained in this map. Springfield does not
warrant the adequacy, accuracy or completeness of the information shown in this map and expressly disclaims any liability, whether in contract, tort, strict liability or otherwise,
for any direct, indirect, incidental, consequential, punitive or special damages arising out of or in any way connected with this map whether or not Springfield was aware of the
possibility of such damages. All information on the map are provided “as is” and is subject to change without prior notice.

Polaris Data Centre, Springfield Central




